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Experimental film – one of the most exciting forms of cinematic expression and, 

paradoxically, also one of the most ignored by the various (historical, theoretical, critical, 

economic, academic, etc.) discourses on the cinema – has long been predominantly the 

domain of rather marginalized theory and practice, separated from the mainstream. One of the 

few “mainstream” theoreticians and philosophers (of not only film) to dedicate at least some 

interest to experimental film was Gilles Deleuze. In a series of lectures delivered in Paris 

between November 1981 and December 1983 he addressed the question of why contemporary 

film theory dealt so perfunctorily with experimental film, that is, the type of film that was 

very frequently first and foremost theoretical, and only then practical. What is crucial 

according to Deleuze is the experimental film‟s ambition to liberate film of the model of 

“natural” perception and rethink the concept of fiction based on the image: one of the crucial 

tendencies of experimental film is to recreate – then to inhabit – a concentrated shot of pure 

images-motions. Deleuze thus saw the main point of experimental film in its tendencies. 

Indeed, rather than being a certain genre or type of film, experimental film is about taking a 

certain stance; it‟s an orientation that avoids film‟s most standard function (of being a means 

for storytelling), focusing instead on its primary capacity of making visible, of constituting 

the building blocks of perception. The concrete results can then of course be poetic or 

political, expressive or narrative. The reason for such theoretical obscurity may lie in the fact 

that experimental or avant-garde film is itself the quickest to shake off labeling for the 

purposes of easier classification and subsequent inclusion in mainstream thought. The latter 

often formalistically reduces its historical function to the literal meaning of its label: avant-

garde film as the innovator of formal expressions, which are then belatedly adopted by 

mainstream discourse and/or industry. 

 

Renowned theoretician and filmmaker Peter Kubelka likes to stress that he finds the term 

“experimental film” inadequate. What is subsumed under “experimental film” in the 

mainstream film vocabulary is, for him, simply “film” (the cinema), while everything else 

belongs in the category of “industry” and/or “commercial film”. Kubelka offers: “In the 

process of making my films I have experimented a lot. And left all the experiments in the 

editing room. What you see now is not an experiment, but a finished film.” One of today‟s 

foremost American critics and advocates of experimental film, Fred Camper, thinks that “the 

lack of a stable name is a sign of the movement‟s health” and goes on to paraphrase Gertrude 

Stein‟s famous remark concerning the paradox of applying the term “modern” to a museum: 

“If you know exactly what avant-garde film is and how to name it, it probably isn‟t very 

„avant-garde,‟ right?”
1
 In addition to being called “experimental” and “avant-garde”, this 

                                                 
1
 Nonetheless, Camper has drawn up a manifesto of sorts, in which he sums up the six most distinguishing 

characteristics of experimental film, to wit: 

“1. It is created by one person, or occasionally a small group collectively, working on a minuscule budget most 

often provided out of the filmmaker's own pocket or through small grants, and is made out of personal passion, 

and in the belief that public success and profit is very unlikely. "Minuscule budget" means something very 

different from what the phrase might mean in theatrical narrative filmmaking; here it refers to a figure in the 

hundreds, or thousands, or in rare cases tens of thousands of dollars.  

2. It eschews the production-line model by which the various functions of filmmaker are divided among different 

individuals and groups: the filmmaker is the producer, director, scriptwriter, director of photography, 

cameraperson, editor, sound recordist, and sound editor, or performs at least half of those functions.  

3. It does not try to offer a linear story that unfolds in the theatrical space of mainstream narrative. [The 

hypertrophic counter-example that proves the rule here is Hollis Frampton‟s Poetic Justice, which does tell a 

"linear story" – but the viewer receives that story by reading hand-printed script pages that are piled one after 

another on a table, not by seeing the script's story enacted on screen.]  

4. It makes conscious use of the materials of cinema in a way that calls attention to the medium, and does not do 

so in scenes bracketed by others in a more realistic mode that would isolate the "experimental" scenes as dream 



 

 

most personal and free form of cinematic expression has also been dubbed “visionary 

cinema” (P. Adams Sitney), “undependent cinema” (Emory Menefee), 

“underground/independent cinema” (Jonas Mekas), not to mention the punctiliously elaborate 

tenets of “antifilm” and “alternative film” contributed by the Yugoslavian theory and practice 

(Zagreb, Split, Belgrade). 

 

The issue of determining the parameters for classification was the fundamental problem we 

encountered in our attempt to compile an overview of Slovenian cinema classified, for lack of 

a better name, as experimental. In all of the former Yugoslavia, thus also in Slovenia, 

experimental film almost unfailingly derived from the tradition of the so-called amateur film, 

whose home ground consisted in the numerous cinema clubs (or ciné-clubs; kinoklub in the 

original) that flourished in all major cities of the former federation. The line separating 

amateur film from experimental film is thus unclear not only due to the subjectivity of 

judgment, but also because the former term in its most widely accepted meaning refers to the 

production conditions, while the latter term designates the aspirations, procedures, and effects 

of a specific cinematic expression. Furthermore, the terms experimental film and its more or 

less synonymous avant-garde film never really took hold in our current or former countries; 

thus the Croatian (or more specifically the Zagreb and Split) school tried to shape new 

theories and practices, such as  “antifilm”,
2
 while the Belgrade school struggled with the even 

looser term of “alternative film”.
3
 This creative confusion in classification is attributable in 

part to the fact that most of the filmmakers whose works can in retrospect be described as 

experimental met one of two possible fates: either they soon exchanged amateur filmmaking 

for professional work in the cinema and never looked back (the two most notable examples in 

Slovenia being Karpo Godina and Franci Slak), or they went down in (or out of) history as 

film amateurs (which was the fate that befell most of the others in Slovenia). 

 

The Croatian and the Serbian scenes thrived also thanks to their tradition of cinema clubs as a 

breeding ground for experimental film, a tradition that never died but consolidated at a certain 

                                                                                                                                                         
or fantasy sequences. [Examples: scratching or painting directly on the film strip; cutting rapidly and 

unpredictably enough that the editing calls attention to itself; the use of out of focus and "under" or "over" 

exposure; extremely rapid camera movements that blur the image; distorting lenses; extreme tilts of the camera; 

placing objects in front of the lens to alter the image; time lapse photography; collaging objects directly onto the 

film strip; the use of other abstracting devices such as superimpositions or optical effects; printed titles that offer 

a commentary that's different from simply providing information or advancing the narrative; asynchronous 

sound; the cutting together of spatially disjunct images in a way that does not serve an obvious narrative or 

easily reducible symbolic purpose. I can think of at least one filmmaker – Brakhage – who has done all of these.]  

5. It has an oppositional relationship to both the stylistic characteristics of mass media and the value systems of 

mainstream culture. [Thus in a found footage film using footage from instructional films, the original will be 

reedited to create some form of critique of the style and meaning of the originals.]  

6. It doesn't offer a clear, univalent "message." More than mainstream films, it is fraught with conscious 

ambiguities, encourages multiple interpretations, and marshals paradoxical and contradictory techniques and 

subject matter to create a work that requires the active participation of the viewer.” 

(http://www.fredcamper.com/Film/AvantGardeDefinition.html. Accessed on 29 October 2010.)  
2
 The objectives of “antifilm” are: precision of artwork, balance of ideas, purity of impression, simplifying the 

work to the extreme, abandoning traditional means of realization, end of the cinema as a specific expression, 

purity of the visual-acoustic phenomenon, freedom of philosophical, literary, psychological, moral, and symbolic 

meanings. “We need courage to break with tradition; we need to set our imagination free and turn to new ways 

in the seventh art.” From the manifesto “Antifilm i mi” (Antifilm and Us), in: Knjiga GEFF-a 1 1963 (Zagreb, 

1967). 
3
 “The way to approach alternative film is in the light of the perpetual need to oppose clichés in art and in the 

light of respecting an author‟s individuality. Alternative film is a phrase we have coined to underscore – perhaps 

not precisely enough – our yearning for the freedom of artistic expression, free of any rules – aesthetic, 

ideological, formal, market ... At least as far as its intentions and ambitions go, alternative film is a step further 

than the existing trends of avant-garde film, which, despite its progressive ideas, still supported dogmatism to a 

certain degree, undermining one aesthetic only to instate another, which then became the „only‟ and 

„untouchable‟ one. It replaced one dogma with another.” Miroslav-Bata Petrović, Alternativni film. 

http://www.fredcamper.com/Film/AvantGardeDefinition.html


 

 

point with a number of new festivals (GEFF in Zagreb, Mala Pula in Pula, Alternative in 

Belgrade, Marčevska osmica in Novi Sad – see the Appendix). The Slovenian experimental 

film scene, on the other hand, had another distinguishing feature: while the Croatian and 

Serbian filmmakers constantly and intensely interconnected and exchanged ideas (not, 

however, exclusively) within the discipline, the Slovenian experimental filmmakers bonded 

equally vigorously with artists from the other art fields. 

 

The so-called amateur filmmakers in Slovenia started to experiment very early on (in the early 

1960s and a few of them already in the 1950s), testing the formal possibilities offered by film 

as well as the notion of what art is and how it relates to the outside world, beyond the artist‟s 

autonomous, often idiosyncratic world. Not united through work within cinema clubs as its 

Croatian and Serbian counterparts, the Slovenian experimental film scene was much more 

individualistic and separated from the mainstream, but the authors nonetheless (or perhaps 

because of that) maintained active contact with authors from other parts of Yugoslavia and 

abroad by way of festivals, exhibitions, informal networks (such as the Film Information 

Center, see below), etc. Activities revolving around amateur and experimental film in 

Slovenia never flagged. Thus the brochure of the 6
th

 Festival of Amateur Film in Slovenia in 

1968 reads: “The jury is happy to note a marked increase in the quality of the works 

submitted, in particular those coming from places at some distance from the cultural center of 

our republic.” As many as 102 film works were entered for the festival that year, and the 

awards went, among others, to Vinko Rozman (Kinoklub Ljubljana), Naško Križnar (Foto-

kinoklub Janez Puhar Kranj), Tone Rački (Kinoklub Ljubljana), Nuša Svetinova Dragan and 

Srečo Dragan (Kinoklub Ljubljana). 

 

The student movement of 1968 to 1972 too brought about radical changes in the conception 

of art, as well as a liberalization in Yugoslavian politics and the opening of the country to the 

Western world. Among the upshots of this were some tentative seeking for alternative 

lifestyles and quite a few artistic experiments, “utopian projects concerned with turning life 

into art,” as Slovenian poet Milan Jesih put it. Regrettably, this fairly vivacious experimental 

trend in virtually all fields of art came to a halt when the so-called hard line in politics took 

over in 1974: it would be almost a decade before it picked up again, but with other 

characteristics and orientations. The late 1960s and early 1970s thus saw the emergence of the 

concept of “contemporary art,”
4
 which no longer restricted an artwork to being “an object 

with special formal characteristics.” In terms of this, experimental films of that period could 

be described as part of “contemporary practices,” i.e., not contextualized by the dominant art 

discourse, not needing institutions for their existence, manifested through other associations 

and understandings of what art is (and for whom). Or, in line with the topic discussed at the 

first GEFF in 1963, namely, that it was the play principle, which allows the rules to be 

broken, which was the crucial element in making experimental films. “Amateurs are unpaid 

film lovers. The fact that they are unpaid gives them the freedom to devote themselves to 

avant-garde and nonconformist work.”
5
 There were no longer any rules defining what art was 

and film had become a part of life. The ZAG manifesto “Camera” (Zagreb 1965) went even 

further to write: “Everybody makes films, film aesthetics is our aesthetics and ethics, the 

democratization of film becomes the metaplay of our action.”
6
 

 

One of the earliest people experimenting in film in Slovenia was Vasko Pregelj, whose 

background included the painting of his father Marij Pregelj and the fantasy world of painter 

France Mihelič. In his 1965 film Nokturno (Nocturne) he explored the possibilities offered by 

black-and-white 8 mm film for still life compositions, associative editing, and the layering of 

                                                 
4
 Igor Zabel, “Sodobna umetnost”, in: Slovenska umetnost 95'–05’ (Ljubljana: Moderna galerija, 2005), p.6. 

5
 “Rekapitulacija četvrtog razgovora”, in Knjiga GEFF-a 1 1963 (Zagreb, 1967), p. 65 

6
 Jasminka Petter Kalinić, “Multimedia i kolektivno stvaralaštvo”, Sineast (Sarajevo) 39 (1977), p. 114 



 

 

images with multiple exposure. Formally, this derived from the tradition of surrealist painting 

and a certain Mayan-inspired iconography. Pregelj was also the first mentor for later 

filmmakers: in the 1960s he headed a filmmaking seminar organized by Foto in filmska 

sekcija (the Photo and Film Division) in Ljubljana. Issue no. 442 of the magazine Problemi 

published his article “Utrinki” (Impressions), in which he wrote that a film was significantly 

affected by external influences, that it was a utopian realization of artistic synthesis with a 

strong basis in painting, the redeeming hope of art. He had turned to film because “our time 

calls for art that will meet the demands of the new circumstances.”
7
 Also worthy of note is his 

integral installation for the Atelje ’72 exhibition at the Moderna galerija in Ljubljana: in 

addition to films, he showed film set artifacts, photomontages, and film stills. Unfortunately, 

little of the exhibited material has survived.
8
 

 

The OHO artist collective was conceived as a conglomerate of the broadest range of artistic 

expressions from the very outset. In the words of Marko Pogačnik, one of the OHO members, 

“it all started with a clear feeling that an artwork shouldn‟t be utilized as an opportunity for a 

personal statement.”
9
 This principle guided the making of the (more than 40) OHO films 

produced between 1964 and 1970.
10

 The camera assumed the role of, or was equivalent to, the 

so-called reist eye noting things and exploring them in depth; in some instances, the films 

themselves became “things” or happenings (e.g. Beli ljudje/White People) or documented 

OHO actions and projects in a way that included the camera as a component part of the 

actions. 

 

Closely associated with the OHO collective were also Nuša and Srečo Dragan. There is a 

suggestion of the tradition of reism, conceptualism, and land art also in their films; or, as 

Tomaž Brejc put it in his text for their exhibition catalogue in 1980: “They see art as an 

alternative language, as a form of communication and co-feeling that finds external 

expression as a creative process …”
11

 
 

In the early 1970s, Nuša and Srečo Dragan founded the I.C.F. Informacijski center filma 

(Film Information Center) in Ljubljana, based on the need to reformulate the communication 

sphere: this could be take the form of a film screening, a discussion about film, a poster 

providing space for disseminating information; in short, a kind of cinematic social network 

enabling new forms of socializing and working, direct contact with the audience, exchange 

and acquisition of all manner of (new) information about film and other forms of artistic 

expression. Thus Nuša and Srečo Dragan, as representatives of the I.C.F. 00011, sent to all its 

members an update regarding the GEFF festival, putting all the information on the envelope 

so that anybody could read it and so that the envelope also served as a small poster or archive 

material. The idea behind the I.C.F. was not merely making films and organizing screenings 

indoors and outdoors, but also staging exhibitions, preparing publications, and organizing 

discussions on film, so that anyone interested could become acquainted with film theory. The 

I.C.F. was dedicated to spreading film culture in all possible ways, including establishing 

I.C.F. branch offices: in addition to the Ljubljana I.C.F. 00011 offices like the Zagreb I.C.F. 

01000 (Vlado Petek), the London I.C.F. 00101 (Carolee Schneemann) and similar emerged. 

 

                                                 
7
 Vasko Pregelj, “Utrinki”, reprinted in the exhibition catalogue: Vasko Pregelj (Ljubljana: Moderna galerija, 

2009), p. 6. 
8
 See Breda Ilich Klančnik‟s introduction in Vasko Pregelj, p. 3. 

9
 Marko Pogačnik: “OHO po OHO-ju”, in: OHO (Ljubljana: Moderna galerija, 2007), p. 8 

10
 Most of the films were made by Naško Križnar and Marjan Ciglič. 

11
 Tomaž Brejc, in the catalogue: Nuša in Srečo Dragan (Ljubljana, Beograd, Zagreb: ŠKUC, Muzej savremene 

umetnosti, Galerija Nova, 1980) unpaged. 



 

 

Many film-related events were also staged at the ŠKUC Gallery in Ljubljana, where OM 

Production organized a one-week festival of Yugoslavian experimental film entitled 

Mammoth Hunt in 1983. There all the most notable experimental filmmakers of the then 

Yugoslavia showed their works: Tomislav Gotovac, Ivan Galeta, Ljubomir Šimunić, Ivan 

Obrenov, Ivan Faktor, Jovan Jovanović and OM production. At an earlier event organized at 

the ŠKUC Gallery, Tomislav Gotovac had also done the action Artist Begging for Alms (on 12 

October 1981), which was recorded on 8 mm film. Gotovac went furthest of all in his idea 

that everything was a movie (which was also a famous statement of his); he described as a 

movie also the night he had spent in lockup at the police station in Ljubljana as a result of his 

“begging” action. 

 

Unlike OHO, who saw film as merely one of the possible means of expression or sometimes 

also as a secondary means for documenting some other form of expression (e.g. some 

happening), OM Production saw and used film as a totally distinct means of expression, as a 

final and crucial product exploring total multiplication and parallelism of media in a way that 

engaged all of the spectator‟s senses and thought processes, based on a particular Oriental 

mysticism. When speaking of OM Production we must also mention their multimedia 

projects, produced by OM in collaboration with other visual artists, musicians, dancers, and 

others. One such example was NOM-OM, Sedem skozi solsticij/Seven through the Solstice
12

 

(carried out with the group SAETA at the Moderna galerija)
13

, described as “an exploration of 

the dramaturgy of the sonic and visual process of a happening; the reductions and the 

multiplications, the narrowing and the expanding of the listener‟s/spectator‟s perceptive 

focus, the similarities and the diversities between the concepts of picture and sound, the 

different levels of cooperation between sound and image.”
14

 OM Production also addressed 

the notion of film in its broader significance, experimenting with the technique of 

electrography (putting objects directly into a photocopying machine), with the so-called 

photocopy actions (moving an object while it was being photocopied etc.)
15

, performances 

that were served at the same time as film screenings, etc. 

 

Edvard Zajec is better known for his computer-generated prints than his film experiments:  

nonetheless, his 4-minute experimental film animation entitled Kocka (Cube) from 1971 

deserves mention. It is one of the few works in Slovenia, if not the only one, that can be said 

to pertain to the broader context of the international New Tendencies movement. Zajec 

regularly participated in the movement‟s shows, such as the Tendencije 4 and Tendencije 5 

exhibitions in Zagreb, in 1969 and 1973 respectively. 

 

The 1980s saw the rise of video in Slovenia. Its mass production and strong ties with the 

Ljubljana subculture scene preclude placing it in the context of art quite in the same way as 

previously experimental film. The 1980s was wholly different in itself: the taboos of the 

socialist system were being undermined, with video often directly taking an active part in this 

(video artists felt themselves closer to the alternative culture, the subculture, and venues such 
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 Sedem skozi solsticij/Seven through the Solstice was put on at the Moderna galerija on 19 June 1981. The bill 

states that the program started at 5 p.m. with taped electro-acoustic music (B. Turel, B. Perovšek, A. Lithaud), 

the screening of the film Multiplay Film – Radiomusic at 6 p.m., followed by a demonstration of the principle of 

sound creation Posenzibilnosti, a musical work as a system of priority instrumental actions and transformation of 

the profile of sound Koordinacije, a sound project Hrup, and at 8:30 p.m. a multimedia project Sedem skozi 

solsticij/Seven through the Solstice (slides Niko Lehrman, film Slobodan Valentinčič). 
13

 Another example is Om Production‟s collaboration in Miha Vipotnik's Multimedia project 

Mediozonija/Mediozone. 
14

 Quoted from the joint documentation of the group SAETA and OM produkcija (dated Ljubljana, 22 November 

1979). 
15

 See also Ivan Ladislav Galeta in Zagreb and Niko Lehrman and his Sequence of 84 series in Slovenia. 



 

 

as Disko FV and the ŠKUC Gallery),
16

 and if not, then at least involved in “socially engaged 

audiovisual research.”
17

 Of course there were artists who dedicated themselves to 

experimental film in the 1980s as well, like Marko Kovačič,
18

 Andrej Zdravič, and Vasja 

Bibič among others, but the experimental film on Standard 8, Super 8 and 16 mm film, which 

had had its heyday in Slovenia in the 1960s and 1970s, slowly disappeared due to advances in 

video technology and later the possibilities offered by computers. Subsequent developments 

are an entirely different story, one that has been – unlike that of experimental film – 

thoroughly researched, documented, and placed in the context of art history. 

 

To go back to experimental film, one short-term result of such interdisciplinary connections 

was a far richer and more diversified film production, while one of the long-term results may 

have been that this selfsame production made less of an impact historically as a whole (with a 

few rare exceptions, such as the output of OHO). Publications dealing with the history of 

Slovenian film are few, and in them we search in vain for any mention of amateur or 

experimental film. The whereabouts of the few known archives (e.g. that of the ŠKUC 

Gallery, which in the 1970s and 1980s was one of the few venues in Ljubljana that sustained 

continuous promotion and production of experimental film) are unknown; and none of the 

present-day professional national archives is engaged in systematically maintaining extensive 

film oeuvres. Unlike the disastrous state of affairs in Slovenia, the avant-garde film in Croatia 

and Serbia has been treated far better: there are monographs, historical overviews, numerous 

DVDs, even restored copies of film; but above all, experimental film has been seamlessly 

integrated into the national film histories as one of the principal sources of new ideas and film 

professionals. Among the few bright and highly commendable exceptions in Slovenia there 

are the recent project of restoring the OHO films; the book on and cassette with films by Jaka 

Bregar, Naško Križnar, and Vinko Rozman, which came out in the 1990s; Borko Radešček‟s 

initiative to restore and collect films; Andrej Zdravič‟s retrospectives in Cankarjev dom and 

Kinoteka in Ljubljana; and the unflagging dedication of individual researchers and educators 

such as Tone Rački and Miha Peče. But these bright exceptions are for the most part results of 

private initiative, drawing attention between the lines to the work that still needs to be done 

by film institutions and to the extent of blank spots that still need to be explored. 

 

With this project we are turning new ground in Slovenia, at least in terms of taking a 

systematic approach in our effort to encompass Slovenian experimental film (or what we have 

retroactively labeled thus) in all its generational and production variety. Hopefully, this will 

represent the beginning of a thorough investigation which will eventually yield significant 

results, among them such integration of experimental film in the Slovenian official film (and 

art) history as we have seen in Croatia and Serbia; the safekeeping of precious (and fragile) 

film material; restoring certain films or, failing that, at least the digitization of certain films; 

and accessibility of film on video for viewing at home. To clear any possible 

misunderstandings, the term “film” is here used both as the medium and the form of artistic 

expression and, in its technical sense, of filmstrip. We end this overview of Slovenian avant-

garde film art with the late 1980s, when video became the tool par excellence for audiovisual 

experimentation and independent production, making this branch of art in Slovenia flourish. 
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 Barbara Borčić: “Recepcija video produkcije v slovenskem kulturnem prostoru”, http://www.e-

arhiv.org/diva/index.php?opt=page&id=6&lang_pref=si. Accessed on 15 October 2010. 
17

 Dušan Mandič, in: Barbara Borčić 
18

 Thus the short Casus Belli (1983, ŠKUC, Super 8, 15') is composed of individual sequences constructed on the 

principle of editing and synchronized with sound from a separate source (tape deck). It consists of alternating 

geometric constructions and images of the (artist‟s) body transforming and assuming various roles. (See 

http://www.markokovacic.org/ljubeci_pogled/video/casusbelli0.htm). 

http://www.e-arhiv.org/diva/index.php?opt=page&id=6&lang_pref=si
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There are important differences between the artists to whom we have referred, some of which 

we have already mentioned in passing. Thus it is important in the case of Franci Slak and 

Karpo Godina, established Slovenian auteurs, to shed light also on their earliest 

(experimental) output, which is – at least in the views of the authors of this piece – 

incomparably more fascinating and original than their later, official, state-sponsored projects. 

The OHO collective is a thoroughly researched phenomenon, which is here dealt with 

exclusively in terms of its audiovisual legacy. Vinko Rozman, one of the pioneers of amateur 

film in Slovenia with obvious artistic (experimental) tendencies, remains too little known (and 

screened); the earliest film works by Nuša Dragan remain deep in the shadow of her later 

video art (done in tandem with Srečo Dragan). Virtually rescued from oblivion are the 

incredibly extensive bodies of work by Vasko Pregelj, Davorin Marc and OM Production, no 

less exceptional in their quality and coherence. All of these superlatives are not employed for 

the purposes of promotion: the thrust of this exhibition, and at the same time our main thesis, 

remains, firstly, that experimental film art in Slovenia was entirely on par with the concurrent 

global trends and tendencies; and secondly, that the global avant-garde film canon is 

hopelessly confined within its Western-European-North-American borders and urgently needs 

a breath of fresh air, such as only these, so far completely marginalized works, can bring. To 

illustrate: the enigmatically titled Dislocated Third Eye Series: Bismillah (produced by OM 

and directed by one of the OM directors, Sulejman Ferenčak, in 1984) is just one of the 41 (!) 

films produced by OM Production in Slovenia between 1977 and 1987. A film in four parts it 

is a study of perception, the chemical formula of adrenaline directly translated into filmic 

expression. As one of the few foreigners who have had the privilege of a momentary glimpse 

into this field, German critic Olaf Möller says in the leading online film magazine Senses of 

Cinema, “it shines like knowledge itself…” and that it is “in itself proof enough that the 

global history of experimental film needs to be rewritten”. But even the imposing output of 

OM Production pales in comparison with the fact that Davorin Marc‟s filmography comprises 

almost 200 (!) units. The crown of his creative work, produced in a few short years at the turn 

of the 1970s, is the short film Ej klanje/Hey Slaughter (1982), a poetical-naturalistic 8 mm 

portrait (or better still life) of the slaughtering of a pig (?). In line with the Lanzmannian 

“absence effect”, showing by concealing more than is visible, it‟s a masterpiece in the same 

league with such celebrated classics as Jean Eustache‟s Le Cochon/The Pig and Georges 

Franju‟s La Sang des bêtes/Blood of the Beasts. And last but not least: Vasko Pregelj is a 

prematurely deceased and perhaps the most tragically overlooked genius of Slovenian 

visionary film, with his first film Nokturno (1965) comparable to any work produced by 

international masters of avant-garde film at that time in similar ways and with similar 

intentions. 

 

In short, the journey is only beginning. 
 

 

 

Published in the catalogue This is All Film!, Moderna galerija, Ljubljana, 2010 


